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Abstract

Distributed Temporal Logic(DTL) is a temporal logic that allows for an easy expression of properties
over distributed transition systems from the point o view of its agents. Moreover its semantics allows
for the expression of synchronization between those agents with ease. However very few algorithms for
model checking DTL exist and, those that exist, have only been introduced very recently in [16, 17]. In
this thesis we will introduce two model checking algorithms. The first consists of an automata theoretic
approach based on [16] but with an optimization step that greatly reduces running time. The second
algorithm consists of a bounded model checking procedure for DTL, based on previous constructions for
linear temporal logic(LTL) in [1, 2], that uses a SAT reduction to solve the original model checking problem.
Keywords: Büchi Automata, Distributed Temporal Logic, Automata Based Model Checking, SAT based
model checking, Bounded Model Checking

1. Introduction
Model checking is a tool used for the formal verifi-
cation of hardware, protocols and concurrent sys-
tems and has now been present in both academia
and industrial environments for some time. Accord-
ing to some authors in [11], the first large increase
in popularity of model checking was largely due to
the introduction of a framework and an efficient al-
gorithm for computation tree logic( CTL) in [8].

Soon after an automata theoretic approach for
linear temporal logic (LTL) was introduced by M.
Vardi and P. Wolper in [18]. This approach proved
successful in formal verification and has since
been used extensively in industrial settings [14].
However, as systems and programs grew larger,
new techniques were required to handle what has
become known as the state explosion problem.
This led to the development of symbolic model
checking for both LTL and CTL [14, 4] with a break-
through using binary decision diagrams(BDDs) in
[5].

Soon model checkers relying on BDDs become
popular but they still had a large bottleneck due to
the memory required to manipulate said data struc-
tures. Another technique, called bounded model
checking [1, 2], introduced in [3], represented an-
other breakthrough by finding bugs in systems that
remained, until that point, unverifiable using BDDs.

Distributed temporal logic (DTL), introduced in
[10], has been used to reason about properties of
distributed transition systems from the point of its
local agents. However, to this day only a few model

checking tools and algorithms are available for said
logic.

In recent years, just like what happened for LTL,
two versions of the automata theoretic approach
were given. The first, see [17], proposed an au-
tomata theoretic approach to model check dis-
tributed transition systems for the anchored ver-
sion of the logic. The second, see [16], intro-
duced an algorithm to model check distributed tran-
sition systems using the unanchored version of
the logic, which is more useful than its anchored
counter part. However, this last algorithm, has a
bottleneck caused by the complementation of non-
deterministic Büchi automata.

In this thesis we are first going to present two au-
tomata theoretic approaches to the model check-
ing problem for the unanchored logic. The first is
based on [17] and relies on the complementation
of non-deterministic Büchi automata. The second,
and more efficient approach, skips the comple-
mentation step in previous approaches [16] making
the algorithm much more efficient.

Motivated by the history behind the development
of model checking tools for LTL, we are going to
explore the problem of bounded model checking for
DTL skipping the creation of BDD techniques. Our
approach will be based on the construction already
developed for LTL presented in [1, 2].

Both approaches will be accompanied by their
respective implementation in Haskell and a short
comparison between the two will be given.
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2. Distributed temporal logic
Distributed temporal logic is usually interpreted
over interpretation structures [16, 13, 6]; however,
in [16] it was shown that, provided that we have the
correct definition of satisfaction over paths in tran-
sition systems, for every path that satisfies a DTL
formula there is an interpretation structure that sat-
isfies the same formula and vice-versa. This al-
lows to use DTL to model check distributed tran-
sition systems without losing the connection to its
original semantics.

We will not delve here in the connection to inter-
pretation structures and definitions of satisfaction
over interpretation structures can be found in my
thesis or in [16, 13, 6].

3. Automata theoretic approach
The model checking problem for DTL consists of,
given a transition system T and a DTL formula α,
finding whether or not T � α. If the reader is famil-
iar with the approach for LTL, the techniques pre-
sented in this section will be somewhat familiar.

In my thesis a new automata theoretic ap-
proach to model checking DTL was created that
solved a problem regarding complementation of
non-deterministic Büchi automata in previous ap-
proaches.

3.1. Direct construction of an automaton for the
complementary language

Previous approaches to the model checking prob-
lem [16] began by constructing an automaton that
accepts the language of some DTL formula; how-
ever, in order to solve the model checking prob-
lem, we require an automata for the complemen-
tary language. Obtaining said complementary au-
tomata involves an exponential blow on the size of
the original automata that cannot be avoided [7].
This was the approach being in [16] and here we
provide a significant improvement over said algo-
rithm by constructing an automata for the comple-
mentary language directly.

Definition 3.1. A local generalized Büchi au-
tomata for α is a tuple Ai =< Qi, Q0i, Fi,Σi, δi >
such that:

• Qi = {B ⊆ closure(α) : B is i−elementary}∪
{{Υ} ∪ B : B ⊆ closure(α), B is i −
elementary and α ∈ B};

• Q0i = {q ∈ Qi : Υ 6∈
q and q has no communication formulas};

• Fi = {FGψ : Gψ ∈ closure(α)} ∪ {{q ∈ Qi :
Υ ∈ q or α 6∈ q}}, where FGψ = {q ∈ Qi :
Gψ ∈ q or ψ 6∈ q};

• Σi = 2APi ;

• q′ ∈ δi(q, σ) if:

– σ = q ∩ Liti;
– Xψ ∈ q iff ψ ∈ q′ for all Xψ ∈ closure(α);
– Gψ ∈ q iff ψ ∈ q and Gψ ∈ q′ for all Gψ ∈
closure(α);

– Υ ∈ q iif α ∈ q and Υ ∈ q′.

From local automata, which are responsible for
encapsulating satisfaction of local formulas, we
can build a global automata the will be responsi-
ble for accepting the language of a DTL formula.

Definition 3.2. Given {Ai}i∈Id general local non
deterministic Büchi automata for α we define the
general distributed Büchi automata Dα as follows:

• Q = {(q ↓1, . . . , q ↓n) : global(q ↓i) =
global(q ↓j)∀i, j ∈ Id, q ↓i∈ Qi and Υ ∈ q ↓i
iff Υ ∈ q ↓j ∀i, j ∈ Id};

• Q0 = {q ∈ Q : q = (q ↓1, . . . , q ↓n) and q ↓i∈
Qi0∀i};

• Σ = {< σ1 ∈ 2AP1 , . . . , σn ∈ 2APn , a ∈ A >}

• F = {{q ∈ Q : q ↓1∈ F11}, {q ∈ Q : q ↓1∈
F12}, . . . , {q ∈ Q : q ↓1∈ F1k}, . . . , {q ∈ Q :
q ↓n∈ Fn′

k
}} where Fik denotes the k-th ac-

cepting set in the i-th automata;

• q′ ∈ δ(q, σ) if:

– σ ↓i= q ↓i ∩Liti for all agents i;
– act(σ) is not an action of agent i then
local(q ↓i) = local(q′ ↓i). Here q ↓i de-
notes the i− th set in the tuple q;

– act(σ) is an action of i then q′ ↓i∈ δi(q ↓i
, σ ↓i);

– act(σ) is an action of agent i, c j [ψ] ∈
q′ ↓i then act(σ) is an action of agent j
and ψ ∈ q′ ↓j ;

– act(σ) is an action of agents j and i,
ψ ∈ q′ ↓j and c j [ψ] is in subfi(α) then
c j [ψ] ∈ q′ ↓i.

Regarding the construction of the previous au-
tomata the following results can be proven

Theorem 3.1. Let π be a path in a transition sys-
tem such that L(π) 6� α. Then L(π) ∈ Lw(Dα) ,
where Dα is an GNBA built according to definition
3.2.

Theorem 3.2. Let Dα be an automata following
the construction presented in definition 3.2 and let
sigma σ be a word in the language of the automata.
Then we have that σ ∈Words(α).

The previous theorems show that the automata
accepts the complementary language of α. This
is of utmost importance as we will see in the next
section.
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3.2. The model checking algorithm
In this section we will see how, using non deter-
ministic Büchi automata, one can reduce the model
checking problem for DTL to a simple reachability
problem that can be solved using graph algorithms.

Definition 3.3 (Product of a DTS with a NBA).
Let T =< S, I,AP,Act,→, L > be a distributed
transition system and A =< Q,Q0, F, δ > a non-
deterministic Büchi automata. We define the prod-
uct of a DTS with an NBA to be a transition system
such that T ⊗A =< S′, I ′, AP ′,→′, L′ > where

• S′ = S ×Q;

• I ′ = {< s, q >∈ S′ : s ∈ I, q ∈ Q0};

• (< s, q >,< s′, q′ >, a) ∈→′ iff (s, s′, a) ∈→
and q′ ∈ δ(q,< L(s), a >);

• AP ′ = AP ∪Q;

• L′(< s, q >) = {q}

Definition 3.4 (Persistance Property). Let A be an
NBA with final states F and T a DTS. We define the
persistence property for T ⊗A to be

Eventually Always
∧
q∈F
¬q

Usually we denote this property by PA. We say
that T ⊗ A satisfies the persistence property if for
all paths π in T⊗A there exists an index k such that
for all other indexes k′ ≥ k we have that q 6∈ L(πk′)
for all q ∈ F .

Intuitively if T ⊗A violates the persistence prop-
erty is because there is at least one state, reach-
able from some initial state, of the form < s, q ∈
F > that is in a loop.

Theorem 3.3. Let α be a DTL formula, Dα an NBA
for the complementary language of α and T a dis-
tributed transition system. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent.

1. T � α;

2. Traces(T ) ∩ Lω(Dα) = ∅;

3. T ⊗Dα � PDα .

With this result in mind the model checking
problem is reduced to checking if there is some
final state of the automata in a loop of T ⊗ Dα.
This last part can be done in linear time on the size
of the product transition system using Kosajaru’s
algorithm.

4. Bounded Model Checking for DTL
When using an automata theoretic approach the
entire state space is searched for a counterexam-
ple. This has the advantage that, if the algorithm
returns true, then our transition system holds for
that given formula everywhere. In other words we
can be sure that whatever property we want to ver-
ify(as long as we can express it as a DTL formula)
is never violated along any path in the transition
system. However the procedure is computation-
ally expensive as it requires the construction of
an automata with state space exponential on the
length of the formula that we want to model check,
then we must make the product of said automata
with the transition system and look for strongly con-
nected components.

This makes solving the model checking problem
computationally infeasible for large transition sys-
tems and formulas.

There is however another problem that is usu-
ally easier to solve which answers the question:
‘Does our transition system hold up to k steps.‘ in-
stead of ‘Does our transition system hold for α, i.e,‘
T � α. This problem is referred to as bounded
model checking (BMC). The idea is to choose a
given k and then checking to see whether or not
some given formula α is violated in T using at most
k transitions.

This has several applications specially for sys-
tems that are frequently restarted and therefore
only require correctness until the next restart. In
this case checking the entire state space would
unnecessary. It is also helpful on finding shallow
bugs, for example, if some transition system fails
after a very small number of transitions then, using
BMC, this bug can be found very quickly.

In this section we propose a bounded model
checking algorithm for DTL based on the construc-
tion for LTL presented in [2] and [1].

4.1. Dual operators for DTL
Here we define new operators for DTL, this will not
make the logic any more expressive as every oper-
ator introduced will just be the dual of some other
preexisting operator. Two operators, � and ♦ are
said to be dual if �f ≡ ¬♦¬f . The reason behind
the introduction of such operators is that they allow
for every negation in the formula to be pushed fur-
ther into the the formula until only negations at the
level of the propositional symbols are present. This
is called negation normal form, henceforth NNF.
The ability to express formulas in NNF will make
for, as we will later see, an easier translation to SAT

Besides the introduction of the dual operators we
remove the =⇒ from the language of the DTL for-
mulas and replace it with the ∨ and ∧ operators
without any loss of expressiveness since implica-
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tion can be replaced by any one of the previous
operators.

The grammar for the local formulas of some
agent i becomes

Li = p ∈ APi | ¬p | | ¬ψ |Gψ |Fψ |Xψ |Nψ | c j [psi ∈ Lj ] | x j [ψ ∈ Lj ]

And the grammar for global formulas becomes

@i[ψ ∈ Li] | ⊥ | ¬α |α1 ∧ α2 |α1 ∨ α2

Notice how, in the previous grammar, we still
have ¬ψ for formulas other than propositional sym-
bols. This is because, even though we assume that
every formula is in NNF for the bounded checking
algorithm, the negation of formulas is still a use-
ful operator not only for proofs regarding a few fu-
ture theorems but also for user interaction. It would
not be very user friendly to have a model checker
that only allows for the input of NNF formulas, in-
stead the user should be able to input the formula
in whatever way is desired and the backend of the
model checker should do the conversion of said for-
mula to an equivalent one in NNF.

4.2. Bounded Semantics
The next step towards a bounded model checking
algorithm is the introduction of bounded semantics
for DTL. This new type of semantics is used to de-
cide whether or not a finite path satisfies a DTL for-
mula, and should not be confused with the usual
semantics defined at the beginning of the thesis.
Let π be some path over a transition system and α
be some DTL formula. Later we will see that, us-
ing bounded semantics, if L(π) satisfies α at some
point x then the same happens with the usual in-
terpretation of the logic. Finally we will see that if
a transition system violates α then we can always
find a path that violates the formula at some point
using bounded semantics. If we put these two ob-
servations together we reach the conclusion that a
transition system violates α if and only if there is
a path, that can be found with a finite bound, that
violates α at some point. This will allow us to find
counter examples in a finite number of steps.

The last paragraph stated that we will use
bounded semantics to find, using a finite bound,
a path that works as a counter example for some
given formula, but how can we provide a finite
counter example for a formula of the type Fψ?, or
how can we provide a finite counter example for
Nψ if the agent to whom this formula corresponds
will never take any actions? The answer resides in
infinite paths that can be found within a finite num-
ber of steps, i.e, loops.

Definition 4.1 (k-loop). We say that a path π
is a (k, l)-loop if (πk, πl, ak) ∈→ and π =

π0, . . . , πl−1(πj , . . . , πk)ω. We say that π is a k-loop
if there exists l for which π is a (k, l)-loop.

π0 . . . πl . . . πk
a0 al−1 al ak−1

ak

Figure 1: a (k, l)-loop

If, for every state in the path in figure 1, ψ
never holds then it must be the case that for
π = π1 . . . (πl . . . πk)ω the formula Fψ is not veri-
fied. This is how we find counter examples for all
types of formulas, even the ones that require infi-
nite paths.

In bounded semantics we require new definitions
of satisfaction. Moreover we require two distinct
definitions of satisfaction, one for k-loops and other
for paths that are not loops. Here we start with
the more complicated and less intuitive definition
of satisfaction for the latter.

Definition 4.2 (Local Bounded Satisfaction for a
non k-loop). Let k be an integer and π some path
that is not a k-loop. We define bounded local
satisfaction(ki ), for x ≤ k, inductively as follows:

• L(πx) ↓iki p for some p ∈ APi iff p ∈ L(πx) ↓i;

• L(πx) ↓iki ¬p for some p ∈ APi iff p 6∈
L(πx) ↓i;

• L(πx) ↓iki ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff L(πx) ↓iki ϕ1 and
L(πx) ↓iki ϕ2;

• L(πx) ↓iki ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff L(πx) ↓iki ϕ1 or
L(πx) ↓iki ϕ2;

• L(πx) ↓iki Xϕ iff there is x′, k > x′ ≥ x such
that ax′ ∈ Acti, for all x ≤ x′′ < x′, ax′′ 6∈ Acti
and L(πx′+1) ↓iki ϕ;

• L(πx) ↓iki Nϕ iff there is x′, k > x′ ≥ x such
that ax′ ∈ Acti, for all x′′ < x′, ax′′ 6∈ Acti and
L(πx′+1) ↓iki ϕ;

• L(πx) ↓i 6ki Gϕ;

• L(πx) ↓iki Fϕ iff there is some x′, x ≤ x′ ≤ k
and L(πx′) ↓iki ϕ;

• L(πx) ↓iki c j [ϕ] iff there is x′ such that for all
x′′, x > x′′ > x′, ax′′ 6∈ Acti, ax′ ∈ Acti ∩ Actj
and L(πx′+1) ↓jkj ϕ;
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• L(πx) ↓iki x j [ϕ] iff there is no x′ < x such
that ax′ ∈ Acti or there is x′ such that for all
x′′, x > x′′ > x′, ax′′ 6∈ Acti, ax′ ∈ Acti \ Actj
or L(πx′+1) ↓jkj ϕ.

Notice, how in the bounded, semantics we have
that L(πk) ↓ik Gψ is always false when working
in a path that is not a k-loop. This is because no
finite path can be used as a witness for the sat-
isfaction of G. It is also interesting to notice that,
inside bounded semantics, the operators F and G
are no longer dual of each other.

Moreover an attentive reader probably noticed
that the definitions of bounded satisfaction for non
k-loops for the operators X and N are equal. This
is because any finite path cannot witness the fact
that some agent will never take any more actions.
Therefore in a finite path we can only check if there
was an action and in the next state the formulas
holds.

Definition 4.3 (Global Bounded Satisfaction for a
non k-loop). The bounded satisfaction at the global
level of formulas for some path π is defined induc-
tively as follows

• L(πx) k @i[ϕ] iff L(πx) ↓iki ϕ;

• L(πx) k α1∧α2 iff L(πx) k α1 and L(πx) k

α2;

• L(πx) k α1 ∨ α2 iff L(πx) k α1 or L(πx) k

α2

Notice how k-loops are in fact complete paths,
it just so happens that they can be found us-
ing a finite number of steps. Therefore a k-loop,
in bounded semantics, should satisfy a formula
whenever that same path satisfies the formula us-
ing the usual semantics. It is precisely like this that
we define satisfaction for k-loops.

Definition 4.4 (Local Bounded Satisfaction for
k-loop). Let π be a k-loop and ϕ a local formula in
the language of some agent i. Then L(πx) ↓iki ϕ
iff L(πx) ↓ii ϕ.

Definition 4.5 (Global Bounded Satisfaction for a
k-loop). Let π be a k-loop. Then L(πx) k α iff
L(πx)  α.

Finally we say that a formula α is witnessed by a
path π with bound k, written L(π) �k

∃ α if there is
some x ≤ k for which L(πx) k α. We say that a
transition system T witnesses a formula α, written
T �k

∃ α, if there exists a path π, k-loop or other-
wise, such that L(π) �k

∃ α. We will often call the
problem of, given α, T and a bound k, finding out
whether or not T �k

∃ α the the witness problem.
We prove, in lemma 4.1, that bounded satisfac-

tion at a given point implies satisfaction. This result

should be fairly intuitive as it is more or less a di-
rect consequence of, when working with paths that
are not k-loops, the conditions for bounded satis-
faction being more restrictive than the conditions
for the usual satisfaction and, when working with k
loops, satisfaction being exactly the same.

Lemma 4.1. Let α be a DTL formula and π a path.
If L(πx) k α then L(πx)  α.

Lemma 4.2. Let T be some transition system and
α some DTL formula. If T 6� α then there is k ∈ N
and π ∈ T such that L(π) �k

∃ ¬α.

Putting the previous lemmas together we get that

Theorem 4.1. Let T be some distributed transition
system, α a DTL formula. Then T 6� α iff T �k

∃ ¬α
for some k ∈ N.

This last theorem is the core behind bounded
model checking. Given a DTL formula α we solve
the witness problem for some k for ¬α, if the an-
swers to said problem is positive then we have a
counter example for the original problem, other-
wise we have an assurance that α holds at least
up to k steps.

4.3. Reducing the witness problem to SAT
In the previous section we saw how bounded
model checking can be used to solve the original
model checking problem; however, we still do not
know how to solve the witness problem. In this
section we will see how we can reduce T �k

∃ to
SAT(satisfaction of boolean formulas).

This will consist of several steps, firstly we must
see how to reduce the transition system T to a
boolean formula from which any solution can be
mapped to a path in T and vice versa, i.e, any path
can be mapped to a solution of the boolean for-
mula. Secondly we need to see how we can re-
duce any DTL formula α ( in bounded semantics)
to a boolean expression such that, any solution of
the boolean expression can be mapped to a path π
such that L(π) �k

∃ α.
Finally we will see how to combine the two pre-

vious boolean expressions in such a way that any
solution of the combined expression corresponds
to a path over the transition system that serves a
solution to the witness expression.

4.4. Translating the transition system
We begin this section by introducing the alpha-
bet of propositional variables that will make up our
propositional formulas. This alphabet is extracted
from the transition systems as all information rele-
vant to satisfaction is present there. This will also
be the alphabet used to translate the DTL formulas.
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Definition 4.6. Let T =< S, I,AP →, L,Act > be
a distributed transition system. We define the al-
phabet of propositional variables up to k steps, de-
noted Σk, to be the set of propositional variables

Σk =

 ⋃
{0,...,k}

⋃
p∈AP

{p(sk)}

 ∪
 ⋃
{0,...,k}

⋃
a∈Act

{ak}


The intuition behind the creation of such vari-

ables is to easily extract counter examples for the
solutions of boolean formulas.

Definition 4.7. Let π be a path in a distributed tran-
sition system T . The translation of the x-th state to

a propositional formula is defined as follows

[[L(s)]]x =

 ∧
p∈L(s)∩AP

p(sx)

 ∧
 ∧
p∈AP\L(s)

¬p(sx)


where p(sx) is a propositional variable in Σk.

Definition 4.8. Let T =< S, I,→, AP, L > be
some distributed transition system and k some in-
teger. The translation of the transition relation up
to k steps to a propositional formula is defined as

[[T ]]k =

(∨
s∈I

[[L(s)]]0

)
∧

(
k∧
x=0

[[→]]x+1
x

)
∧

 k∧
x=0

∧
a∈Act

ax =⇒
∧

a′∈Act\{a}

¬a′x



where [[→]]x+1
x is a propositional formula defined

as follows

[[→]]x+1
x =

∨
(s,s′,a)∈→

[[L(s)]]x ∧ [[L(s′)]]x+1 ∧ ax

As stated before the intuition behind the vari-
ables ak is to keep track of the actions used along
any path in the transition system. For example if
ax = 1 in the solution of the propositional formula
we know that the action that was used at step x
was action a.

Finally the clause k∧
x=0

∧
a∈Act

ax =⇒
∧

a′∈Act\{a}

¬a′x


forces the condition that one and only one action

can be used at any time step in the any path over
the transition system.

Definition 4.9. Let π = s0a0s1a1s2a2 . . . be a path
over a transition system T with labeling function L.
We define the path valuation up to k steps , de-
noted vkπ, to be a valuation over Σk such that

• For any propositional symbol p and x ≤ k + 1:
p(sx) 7→ 1 iff p ∈ L(sx);

• For any action a′ and x ≤ k: a′x 7→ 1 iff the x-th
action taken was a′.

Lemma 4.3. Let π = s0a0s1a1s2a2 . . . be a path
over a transition system T . Then vkπ is a solution
for [[T ]]k.

Lemma 4.4. Let T be a transition system and v
some solution of [[T ]]k. Then there is a path π over
T such that vkπ = v.

4.5. Translating of DTL formulas into boolean formu-
las

As stated before we also need to translate DTL for-
mulas into boolean formulas. Because the transla-
tion is rather large it will not be presented here.

Definition 4.10 (local translation for a non k-loop).
Let ϕ be a local formula in the language of some
agent i and p ∈ APi. We denote local translation
to a propositional formula without a loop as [[ϕ]]kx ↓i

The same notation is used for global formulas.
The following lemma can be proved regarding the
translation of global formulas

Lemma 4.5. Let π = s0a0s1a1s2a2 . . . be some
path, that is not a k-loop, over a transition system
T and α a DTL formula. Then L(πx) k α iff vkπ is
a solution for [[α]]kx.

Regarding k-loops we use a similar notation
and denote the translation of a DTL formula to a
boolean formula over a k-loop as l[[α]]kk.

Similarly to lemma 4.5 the following can be
proved

Lemma 4.6. π = s0a0 . . . sl−1al−1(slal . . . skak)ω

be a (k, l)-loop over a transition system T and α
a DTL formula. Then L(πx) k α iff vkπ is a solution
for l[[α]]kx.

4.6. Translation of the witness problem
Now that we know how to translate distributed tran-
sition systems and formulas over all types of paths
we are ready to translate the entire witness prob-
lem to a single proposition formula.

Definition 4.11. We define the loop condition Lk

as
∨k
l=0 lL

k. Where lL
k = [[→]]lk.
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Definition 4.12 (Witness translation). . Let α be a
DTL formula. We define the witness translation up
to k steps

• In a k-loop as l[[α]]k = l[[α]]k0 ∨ · · · ∨ l[[α]]kk;

• Without a k loop as [[α]]k = [[α]]k0 ∨ · · · ∨ [[α]]kk.

Notice that the witness translations will have a
solution if there is some x for which (l)[[α]]kx has
a solution. If we recall the previous lemmas this
happens if and only if there is a path for which
L(π) kx α, that is why we call the previous for-
mulas witness translations.

We can finally state the main theorem of
bounded model checking.

Theorem 4.2. Let T be a transition system and α
a DTL formula. Then T �k

∃ α iff there is a solution
to

[[T, α]]k = [[T ]]k ∧

((
¬Lk ∧ [[α]]k

)
∨

k∨
l=0

(
lL
k ∧ l[[α]]k

))

Directly from the fact that L(π) � α if and only if
there is no k for which L(π) �k

∃ ¬α and theorem
4.2 we get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.2.1. Let T be a transition system and
α a DTL formula. Then T � α iff [[T,¬α]]k is unsat-
isfiable for all k ∈ N.

This gives us an algorithm for solving the
bounded model checking problem. Given a transi-
tion system T and a formula α we choose a bound
k, compute [[T,¬α]]k we then send this formula to
an oracle( most likely a SAT solver on an SMT).
If the oracle returns a solution we have a counter
example otherwise we know that, at least up to k
transition, α holds.

5. Benchmarking
Both the automata theoretic approach and the
bounded model checking algorithm were imple-
mented in Haskell and tested. Both implementa-
tions, as well a instructions on their usage, can be
seen at [9].

Since the running time both algorithms depends
on the size of the automata and on the size of the
formulas the procedure to create the benchmarks
was the following

• Create several formulas of sizes 2, 3, 4, . . . , 10
where the size of the formulas is defined as
the total number of operators. In our particular
case 4 formulas of each size were created;

• Create several transition systems with state
space of sizes 8, 16, 32, . . . , 1024. Notice how
the size of transition systems is a power of 2.
This is due to the fact that the state space of
a transition system grows exponentially on the
number of propositional systems.

• Finally every formula of size i is tested over all
transition systems of size j twice(in the case
of BMC we tested only until a bound of 15).
The running time of both executions is aver-
aged and then we average that result with the
other results from formulas and transition sys-
tems of the same time. This gives us the av-
erage running times of formulas of size i over
transition systems of size j.

Since, in either the bounded model checking and
the automata theoretic approach, the running times
are exponential we timed out all the executions at
4 minutes. The cases where a timeout occurs are
not included in the computation of the average run-
ning times. In the case where all formulas of size
i timeout for all transition systems of size j we do
not compute the average, instead we just indicate
the cases where this happened

Recall that, if the BMC algorithm returns true we
do not know whether or not T � α or if the provided
bound was not large enough. Therefore we use the
automata theoretic approach as a control group,
i.e, whenever the automata theoretic approach re-
turns False and the BMC returns True we consider
that a wrong answer on the part of the BMC. The
wrong answers are not removed from the average
times but each wrong answer will be presented.

The previous procedure yielded the following re-
sult in image 2
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Figure 2: This image depicts the running times for both the automata theoretic approach and the bounded model checking
approach. On the right side of each plot there is a color bar that roughly represents the running times as colors. For a more
precise analysis if we look at each of the cells in particular there are two lines with numbers. The number on top represents the
average running times. The two bottom numbers represented the number of timeouts and the number of tests that were run. Cells
in bright yellow represent the cases where all instances timed out.

The previous plot is a great example of how the
bounded model checking problem can be solved
much quicker than the model checking problem us-
ing an automata theoretic approach. Notice how,
for several combinations of transition systems and
formulas, the automata theoretic approach times
out for all instances while the bounded model
checking approach halts in under a second. Re-
call however that the answer to the bounded model
checking problem should be interpreted with cau-
tion for example, in the previous cases where the
automata theoretic approach times out, if the BMC
algorithm fails to return a counter example this only
implies that the formulas holds until k = 15 transi-
tions.

The fact that the BMC algorithm halts quickly
can be of utmost importance for systems that re-
quire frequent restarts and where therefore, check-
ing the entire state space would be a waste of time
or even impossible. For example if we had to model
check such a system and that systems had more
than 128 states then probably the BMC approach
would be more adequate as it provides us, for a
small bound, with a quick answer whereas the au-
tomata theoretic approach times out for formulas of
length 5 or greater.

Moreover when comparing the results from the
automata theoretic approach with the answers
from the bounded model checking approach we got
that the BMC algorithm gave a correct answer to
the model checking problem for all possible combi-
nations of formulas and transitions systems where
the automata theoretic approach did not time out.
This means that a bound k = 15 was enough to
find bugs in at least as many transition systems as
the automata theoretic approach did.

6. Future work
I believe that there is still plenty of room for
improvement on the algorithms presented here.
Some of those improvements might be a simple
matter of, in the case of bounded model check-
ing, optimizing the translations of formulas or, in
the case of automata theoretic approach, find-
ing smaller constructions for automata. Proba-
bly more complicated optimizations might revolve
around the discovery of completeness thresholds
for LTL which will probably allow us to find similar
results for DTL.

Moreover since the first appearance of the au-
tomata theoretic approach for LTL there have been
papers published that presented smaller construc-

tions based on several techniques such as rewrit-
ing formulas, boolean optimization and the use of
simulations [15, 12]. In [15] the authors estimate
that, using their techniques, the running times will
be at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
original running times. There is no reason to think
that similar optimizations cannot be found for DTL
and as such, we believe that there is still plenty of
room for improvement over the presented methods
in this thesis.
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